
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I would like to welcome you to the UNESCO World Logic Day workshop at the University of Hagen in 
Germany. As we have grown from an event initially planned almost exclusively in German to an 
international workshop, I would like to read out the words of welcome in German so that the English-
speaking guests and participants can read a literal translation on the screen. Let me start by saying a 
few words about logic, and philosophical logic in particular, before I come to the exact course of the 
workshop later. 

1.  

Due to its versatile applicability, logic has become a key element in many disciplines, in computer 
science, engineering, cognitive sciences, linguistics and also in communication sciences. However, 
logic as a discipline has its roots in philosophy. Aristotle's Organon, a manifesto comprising many 
hundreds of pages, was considered a paradigmatic work until the end of the 19th century. This work 
not only covers logical reasoning, but also described relations between individual concepts and 
judgements. With the breakthrough of mathematical logic at the end of the 19th century, 
philosophical logic was long considered antiquated or outdated. It seemed that philosophical logic 
could no longer contribute to current developments and ideas. The gap between the traditional 
syllogistic of Aristotle and the mathematical or philosophical logic of the early 20th century seemed 
too wide. Some authors of the 20th century simply divided the history of their discipline into two 
areas: the old and the new logic. 

 

2.  

In the middle of the 20th century, however, the concept of philosophical logic achieved a new 
meaning in the canon of the sciences. For this purpose, mostly spatial metaphors were used to 
describe its subject matter: just as mathematical logic explored the depth of detailed reasoning, 
philosophical logic went into the breadth of expression. This meant that it dealt primarily with 
expressive extensions, especially in the form of modal logic.  

 

3. 

In recent decades, however, researchers have often shown that philosophical logic has much more to 
offer than a complement to mathematical logic. In particular, the ever-growing fields of the logic of 
philosophy, the philosophy of logic and the history of logic have their sphere of influence not only 
within philosophy, but also in other sciences. If one looks only at the last area, namely the history of 
logic, enormous potential has been discovered in recent years that can be useful for today's 
questions in various fields. Even "old philosophical logics" often have a lot of potential: numerous 
modern systems in the field of visual reasoning are based on the Aristotelian square of opposition, on 
the Arbor porphyriana or on Euler's logic diagrams. In Arabic logic the consequence relations show 
alternatives to modern approaches. Today, Indian logic is often associated with paraconsistency and 
dialetheism, and in the field of natural language processing, medieval logicians are increasingly used 
to circumvent the artificiality of many modern systems. In modal logic, Aristotelian and scholastic 
logics are again increasingly discussed. And in early modern period unique propositional calculi and 
extended syllogistics are discovered frequently, which pose challenges to interpretation. All this 
proves that `the old logic’ is still full of new ideas and that current research has to rethink how to 
rewrite the history of logic in modern terms. 



 

4. 

The reason why I am focusing on the history of logic here is not only personally motivated. For one 
philosopher who contributed significantly to restoring the prestige of ancient philosophical logic was 
John Corcoran. His essays Completeness of an Ancient Logic published in 1972 and Aristotle's Natural 
Deduction System published in 1974 are already considered paradigmatic writings, timeless classics 
for all those interested in philosophical logic, esp. in the history and philosophy of logic. As 
announced by family members a few hours ago, John Corcoran died a few days ago. Like many other 
workshops, conferences and lectures on UNESCO World Logic Day 2021, we commemorate his work 
today. Many areas of philosophical logic were directly or indirectly influenced by him. 

5. 

If we now add the areas of the logic of philosophy or the philosophy of logic, we see how wide-
ranging philosophical logic is today. This is also reflected in the programme we have put together for 
today's 3rd UNSESCO World Logic Day at the FernUniversität in Hagen. Since 2019, UNESCO has been 
proclaiming the annual World Logic Day on 14 January 2021. To mark the occasion, we have come 
together virtually today to learn about and discuss different aspects, theses and trends from many 
areas of philosophical logic. 

 

6.  

My thanks go especially to Claudia Anger, who organised this worshop in advance. With a German-
language call for papers and with Prof. Dr. Ioannis Vandoulakis, who is currently working as a visiting 
scholar at the University of Hagen, we particularly solicited submissions for papers in the Central 
European region. While last year we only organised a very spontaneous workshop with two talks by 
FernUniversität staff, this year our aim was to give young researchers a platform to present and 
discuss their own projects. We were surprised that not only German logicians and philosophers 
responded to our German-language call, but that we also received topic proposals from South 
America or Asia. The fact that this year the UNESCO World Logic Day has to take place online as a 
whole thus also opens up an opportunity for us, namely to hear topics, theses, lectures and guests 
who come from far away and whose word would probably not have reached us so easily if we had 
only held this workshop in physical form in Hagen or elsewhere in Germany. I myself benefited from 
the digital possibilities this morning, namely being able to give an evening talk on UNESCO World 
Logic Day in South China with the morning coffee in Northern Germany. 

7. 

I would like to thank not only Claudia Anger for organising the workshop and Ioannis Vandoulakis for 
agreeing to give the keynote lecture, but also all those who submitted papers and the guests who 
have gathered here today. I would also like to thank Ms Julia Zimmer for her willingness to help us in 
the background, especially with technical problems and requirements during the workshop. In our 
experience, we will never be able to completely avoid technical problems in this digital form of a 
workshop. Nevertheless, this will not take away our pleasure in dealing with topics that interest us, 
despite the restrictions that prevail worldwide. 

8.  

Let me briefly introduce the programme for today: 



 

(All times are CET) 

(German Language 14:00-16:00; English Lectures starting at 16:00) 

 

 

 


